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 mpg, .avi, .mkv and other formats. My doubt is that there are other software that support other formats, .mp3, .flac , etc.I have
a Zotac and it has a HDMI port (I don't know if HDMI port is the same in all digital projectors). I wonder if I can connect my
PC and play files in.mp3, .flac , .mp4, etc.Thanks. Yes it is very simple. You install a KMPlayer plug-in, configure it, then tell

the KMPlayer player where to play the content and then tell the KMPlayer where to save it. The easiest way to do this is to use a
dedicated software like VLC Media Player or KMPlayer.The VLC or KMPlayer can be used both as a stand-alone player and

also as a plugin for your other media player like the KMPlayer. 1.5.1.2013 1.5.1.2012 1.5.1.2011 1.5.1.2010 General KMPlayer
is a free software player to watch TV, videos, movies and listen to MP3 files. KMPlayer features * Play DVDs with menus,

subtitles and chapters * Audio and subtitles files are played with or without subtitles * Supports TV files with AVI extensions *
Supports avi files without an extension * Supports avi files with an extension * Supports AVI files with extensions like mpeg,
mpg, wmv, etc * Supports wmv files with extensions like mpeg, mpg, avi, etc * Supports divx files with extensions like mpeg,

mpg, avi, etc * Supports AVI files with extensions like mpeg, mpg, avi, etc * Supports avi files with extensions like 82157476af
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